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Clearcat. State of the art technology guarantees
oil-free distillate.
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Sustainable processing of oily industrial wastewater.
State of the art technology from the experts for zero
liquid discharge technology.
Industrial wastewater is often polluted with oil and fat, thus disposal into public sewer
systems or open waters is not allowed. Instead, such wastewater must be disposed
of expensively with specialized waste management companies. Even for modern
wastewater treatment systems, processing of such wastewater is a challenge.
Clearcat condensation system:
Crystal clear,
oil-free distillate
Highest reliability
Lowest operating
cost
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* COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand): A measure for the pollution of wastewater with organic substances
** Oil index: Oil and fat content of the industrial wastewater, analyzed according to DIN EN ISO 9377-2
*** US Patent No.: US 8,206,558 B2

Even for modern wastewater treatment systems,
processing of oily industrial wastewater is a challenge.
Mostly complex multi-stage treatment processes are
required.

A simple optical comparison of distillate from
conventional vacuum evaporators and VACUDEST
Clearcat shows that the future proof Clearcat
condensations system is setting benchmarks regarding
quality of the treated industrial wastewater.

Less than 10 mg/l oil*

COD reduction of more than 98 %*

(Hydrocarbon Oil Index, DIN EN ISO 9377-2)
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The future proof Clearcat condensation system allows better
reduction of the oil index than conventional evaporators
combined with post treatment steps.

Distillate analysis from the processing
of a variety of different spent cooling
lubricant emulsions

Average

The Clearcat condensation system stands for crystal clear
distillate, including a COD reduction improved by 60 percent
compared to conventional evaporators.
* Depending on the type of industrial wastewater to be treated

More time for the essentials.

Low space requirement.

The innovative Clearcat condensation
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Quality you can rely on.
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Clearcat
condensation system
for the treatment of:
Spent cooling
lubricant emulsions
Die casting release
emulsions
Rinsing water from
degreasing
Rinsing water from
parts cleaning
Oil and fat polluted
industrial
wastewater
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